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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
 
IN RE: FLAT GLASS ANTITRUST 
LITIGATION (II)  
______________________________________
 
This Document Relates to: 
All Actions 
 

 

 
Master Docket 
Misc. No.: 08-180 (DWA) 
MDL No.: 1942 
 
DECLARATION OF JOHN C. EVANS IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION 
TO COMPEL GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES 
CORP.’S PRODUCTION OF ALL 
DOCUMENTS RESPONSIVE TO 
PLAINTIFFS’ FIRST REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REQUEST NUMBERS 1-4 

 
 I, John C. Evans, declare and state: 

1. I am a shareholder in the law firm of Specter Specter Evans & Manogue, P.C.  I 

submit this declaration in support of Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel Guardian Industries Corp.’s 

Production of All Documents Responsive to Plaintiffs’ First Request for Production of 

Documents Request Numbers 1-4. 

2. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs’ First Set of 

Requests for Production of Documents Directed to all Defendants.   

3. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of Defendant Guardian Industries 

Corp.’s Responses to Plaintiffs’ First Set of Requests for Production of Documents. 

4. Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of Defendant Guardian Industries 

Corp.’s Supplemental Responses to Request Nos. 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of Plaintiffs’ First Set of 

Requests for Production of Documents. 

5. Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of a February 25, 2009 letter 

from Guardian’s counsel, Corey Watson, to Plaintiffs’ Counsel, Steig Olson. 
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

 Executed on this 2nd day of July, 2009 at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

 
       /s/ John C. Evans________________ 
       John C. Evans 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

                 I hereby certify that, on July 2, 2009, I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of 
the Court using the CM/ECF system which will send notification of such filing to all counsel of 
record. 

                 I certify under penalty of perjury of the laws of the United States of America that the 
foregoing is true and correct. Executed on July 2, 2009. 
 
 
 

 /s/  John C. Evans                                  .                      
  JOHN C. EVANS 
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EXHIBIT A 
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EXHIBIT B 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN RE: FLAT GLASS ANTITRUST
LITIGATION (II)

Civil Action No. 08-180 (DWA)
MDLNo.1942

This Document Relates to:
All Actions

DEFENDANT GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES CORP.'S RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Pursuant to Rules 26 and 34 ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ("Federal

Rules"), defendant Guardian Industries Corp. ("Guardian") hereby responds and objects to

Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Production of Documents Directed to All Defendants.

Guardian hereby incorporates into each response its Objections Applicable to Each Request

as set forth below following its individual responses.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.1:

All documents provided to or received from the European Commission in connection

with any proceeding or investigation relating to Construction Flat Glass.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.1:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardian objects to Request No.1, on the grounds that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome,

and requires Guardian to produce documents that are not reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence. For example, Request No. I calls for "[a]ll documents

provided to or received from the European Commission," ("EC") even though the claims and

circumstances ofthe "EC investigation relating to Construction Flat Glass" pertain to the

alleged actions of a non-party affiliate outside of the United States and are completely

unrelated to the allegations in the Consolidated Amended Complaint ("CAC"). Guardian

also objects on the grounds that the request is vague and ambiguous. For example, the phrase
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"in connection with any proceeding or investigation relating to Construction Flat Glass". is

unclear in the context ofthis request. Guardian further objects to the extent that the request

seeks documents outside of its possession, custody or control and/or not subject to the

Court's jurisdiction. Guardian also objects to the extent that any of the documents called for

by this request are the subject of laws or regulations of the EC or its member states

preventing disclosure, including those pertaining to privacy.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.2:

Copies of all documents the European Commission obtained from you in connection

with any proceeding or investigation relating to Construction Flat Glass.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.2:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardianobjects to Request No.2 on the grounds that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome,

and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. For example,

Request No.2 calls for "copies of all documents the European Commission obtained," even

though the claims and circumstances of the EC's "investigation relating to Construction Flat

Glass" pertain to the alleged actions of a non-party affiliate outside of the United States and

are completely unrelated to the allegations in the CAC. Request No.2 is without limit and

would require Guardian to search for and produce documents entirely unrelated to the claims

Plaintiffs actually raise in the CAe. Guardian also objects on the grounds that the request is

vague and ambiguous. For example, the phrase "in connection with any proceeding or

investigation relating to Construction Flat Glass" is unclear in the context of this request.

Guardian also objects to Request No.2 to the extent that it seeks documents that are not

within Guardian's possession, custody, or control and/or are not subject to this Court's

jurisdiction. Guardian further objects to the extent the request calls for documents that are

subject to laws or regulations ofthe EC or its member states preventing disclosure, including

2
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those pertaining to privacy. Guardian further objects to the extent the request calls for

documents subject to the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, or other applicable

privilege.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.3

All.reports, findings, decisions, Statements of Objections, and hearing transcripts

made or issued in connection with any proceeding or investigation by the European

Commission relating to Construction Flat Glass, including, but not limited to, any such

documents relating to European Commission Case COMP/39.165 - Flat Glass.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.3:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardian objects to Request No.3 on the grounds that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome,

and requires Guardian to produce documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence. For example, Request No.3 calls for "[a]ll reports,

findings, decisions, Statements of Objections, and hearing transcripts" in connection with

"any investigation by the European Commission relating to Construction Flat Glass,"

requiring Guardian to produce documents pertaining to the alleged actions of a non-party

affiliate outside of the United State that are entirely unrelated to the claims Plaintiffs actually

raise in the CAC. Guardian also objects on the grounds that the request is vague and

ambiguous. For example, the terms "reports," "decisions," and "in connection with any

proceeding or investigation by the European Commission relating to Construction Flat Glass"

are unclear in the context of this request. Guardian also objects to Request No.3 to the extent

that it seeks documents that are not within Guardian's possession, custody, or control and/or

are not subject to this Court's jurisdiction. Guardian further objects to the extent the request

calls for documents that are subject to laws or regulations of the EC or its member states,

including those pertaining to privacy. Guardian also objects to the extent that the request

3
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calls for documents that are not public under EC rules. Moreover, to the extent that the EC

has made documents public, they are as accessible to Plaintiffs as they are to Guardian.

Guardian further objects to the extent the request calls for documents subject to the attorney-

client privilege, work-product doctrine, or other applicable privilege.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.4:

All documents relating to any investigation by the European Commission in

connection with any proceeding or investigation relating to Construction Flat Glass not

otherwise specified in Request Numbers 1-3.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.4:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardian objects to Request No.4 on the grounds that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome,

and requires Guardian to produce documents that are not reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence. For example, Request No. 4calls for "[ajll documents

relating to any investigation by the European Commission with any proceeding or

investigation," even though the claims in the CAC have nothing to do with the subject matter

of the EC's investigation, as that investigation pertained to the alleged actions of a non-party

affiliate outside the United States. Guardian further objects that the request is vague and

ambiguous. For example, the terms "relating to" and "in connection with any proceeding or

investigation relating to Construction Flat Glass" are unlimited and unclear in the context of

this request. Guardian also objects to the extent that this request seeks documents that are not

within Guardian's possession, custody, or control, and/or are not subject to this Court's

jurisdiction. Guardian further objects to the extent the request calls for documents that are

subject to laws or regulations of the EC or its member states preventing disclosure, including

those pertaining to privacy. Guardian also objects to the extent that the request calls for

documents that are not public under EC rules. Additionally, to the extent that the EC has
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made documents public, those documents are as accessible to Plaintiffs as they are to

Guardian. Guardian further objects to the extent the request calls for documents subject to

the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, or other applicable privilege.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.5:

One set of all price announcements, price changes, or price lists issued by you or any

other Defendant or Construction Flat Glass Manufacturer, including any actual, proposed, or

prospective energy surcharge increases.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.5:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardian further objects that Request No.5 is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and calls for

documents that are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

For example, Request No.5 is overly broad in time, unlimited geographically, and unclear in

scope. It literally calls for Guardian to produce any and "all" documents reflecting a "price

announcement" or a "price change" of any sale of flat glass anywhere in the world, even

those issued by the other Defendants (including non-party, foreign affiliates of all Defendants

in unrelated markets), and other "Construction Flat Glass Manufacturers" not at all

mentioned in the CAe. Guardian further objects that Request No.5 is vague and ambiguous.

For example, the terms "price announcements, price changes, or price lists" are unclear in the

context ofthis request, as are the terms "actual, proposed, [and] prospective," and "energy

surcharge." Guardian also objects to the extent that this request seeks documents that are not

within Guardian's possession, custody, or control and/or are not subject to this Court's

jurisdiction. Guardian further objects to the extent Request No.5 calls for documents subject

to the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, or other applicable privilege.

5
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.6

Transactional or other electronic data sufficient to provide the following information

concerning each sale by you of Construction Flat Glass to any purchaser:

(a) Customer name;

(b) Order/Invoice Number;

(c) Country, state, city, and zip code for the "ship to" location;

(d) Country, state, city, and zip code for the "sold to" location;

(e) Country, state,city, and zip code for the "ship from" location, including the
plant source;

(f) Price, including gross price, net price and all applicable discounts, rebates,
credits, debits, corrections, or adjustments and the applicable currency and
units. Include fields that-link any credits, debits, corrections, or adjustments to
the product sold;

(g) Quantity purchased and applicable units;

(h) Revenue from each transaction and the applicable currency;

(i) Description of Construction Flat Glass product sold, including but not limited
to the thickness, color, clarity, and quality;

0) Dimension of product sold with applicable units (e.g., inches or square feet);

(k) Area and/or length of product supplied and applicable unit of measure;

(I) Number of lites;

(m) Freight charges, including description of FOB shipping terms;

(n) Amounts of all surcharges, disaggregated and identified by type of surcharge
(e.g., energy, crate, or equipment);

(0) Number of truckloads in each shipment; and

(p) Link products sold in the same truckload or shipment. .

If any of the above is provided using codes or coded values, please provide complete

definitions of all codes utilized.

6
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.6:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardian objects that Request No.6 is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Like Request No.5, Request No.

6 is overly broad in time, unlimited geographically, and unclear in scope. For example, the

time period that is the subject of Request No.6 far exceeds the allegations in the case; the

request is geographically unlimited; and the terms are unclear and burdensome to apply.

Guardian would be forced to review and produce many documents that have nothing to do

with the allegations Plaintiffs made in the CAC, such as documents pertaining to non-party

affiliates, and documents pertaining to transactions outside of the United States. Guardian

further objects that Request No.6 is vague and ambiguous. For example, the terms "price,

including gross price, net price and all applicable discounts, rebates, credits, debits,

corrections, or adjustments and the applicable currency and units"; "fields that link any

credits, debits, corrections, or adjustments to the product sold"; "revenue from each

transaction and the applicable currency"; "description of Construction Flat Glass product

sold"; "dimension of product sold with applicable units"; "area and/or length of product

supplied and applicable unit of measure"; "number oflites"; and "amounts of all surcharges,

disaggregated and identified by type of surcharge (e.g., energy, crate, or equipment)" are

unclear and burdensome to apply in the context of this request. Guardian also objects to the

terms "transactional" and "other electronic data," both of which are vague and subject to a

variety of meanings. Guardian further objects to Request No.6, to the extent that it requires

Guardian to produce documents pertaining to the activities of any non-party affiliates outside

the United States. So interpreted, Request No.6 seeks documents not within Guardian's

possession, custody, or control, and is, in any event, overbroad, unduly burdensome and not

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Guardian further
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objects to the extent Request No. 6 calls for documents subject to the attorney-client

privilege, work-product doctrine, or other applicable privilege.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.7:

For each year from 1999 through 2008, all organizational charts or other documents

sufficient to show the organization of any division, department, unit, or subdivision of your

company that had any role relating to the production, manufacture, distribution, marketing,

pricing, sale, business planning, or shipping of Construction Flat Glass.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.7:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardian objects that Request No.7 is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. For example, the time frame

"from 1999 through 2008" is unreasonable relative to the allegations in the CAC. Moreover,

the request uses terms that are unbounded and unreasonable to apply, such as "other

documents sufficient to show the organization of any division, department, unit or

subdivision of your company that had any role relating to .... " Guardian also objects that

Request No.7 is vague and ambiguous. For example, the terms "other documents,"

"organization of any division, division, department, unit, or subdivision of your company that

had any role relating to the production, manufacture, distribution, marketing, pricing, sale,

business planning, or shipping" are unclear in the context ofthis request. Guardian further

objects to the extent that Request No.7 requires it to produce documents outside of

Guardian's possession, custody or control, and further objects to the extent the request

purports to require Guardian to produce documents pertaining to the activities of non-party

affiliates or business activities taking place outside the United States. Guardian further

objects to the extent Request No. 7 calls for documents subject to the attorney-client

privilege, work-product doctrine, or other applicable privilege.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.8:

For each year from 1999 through 2008, all personnel directories or other documents

sufficient to identify all persons in your company who had any responsibility relating to the

production, manufacture, distribution, marketing, pricing, sale, business planning, or shipping

of Construction Flat Glass.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO.8:

Guardian incorporates by reference its Objections Applicable to Each Request.

Guardian further objects that Request No.8 is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. For example, the time

frame "from 1999 through 2008" unreasonably exceeds the time frame at issue in the CAC;

Request No.8 is not geographically limited; and it uses-terms that are unreasonably

burdensome to apply. Literally read, it calls for documents sufficient to identify every person

in Guardian for a nine year period who had any responsibility at all "relating to"

unreasonably broad categories of "production, manufacture, distribution, marketing, pricing,

sale, business planning, or shipping." This would require an unreasonably costly and

burdensome search for documents. Guardian objects to the extent Request No.8 calls for it

to produce documents beyond Guardian's possession, custody or control, and further objects

to the extent Request No.8 purports to require Guardian to produce documents pertaining to

the activities of non-party affiliates or documents pertaining to business activities outside of

the United States. Guardian further objects to the terms "other documents," "your company,"

and "any responsibility relating to the production, manufacture, distribution, marketing,

pricing, sale, business planning, or shipping of Construction Flat Glass" as vague and

ambiguous. Guardian further objects to the extent the request calls for documents subject to

the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, or other applicable privilege.

9
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OBJECTIONS APPLICABLE TO EACH REQUEST

Guardian asserts the following objections to each request and hereby incorporates

these objections into each of its responses.

1. Guardian objects to this discovery as premature in light of Defendants' Motion

to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Consolidated Amended Complaint filed October 20,2008, and

Defendants' Motion to Stay Discovery filed November 6, 2008.

2. Guardian objects to each request to the extent that it is overbroad, unduly

burdensome, irrelevant, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence. For example, the defined term "Relevant Time Period" calls for information that is

not reasonably related to the allegations in the CAe Moreover, Plaintiffs' allegations are

directed to sales of "Construction Flat Glass" in the United States, and thus Guardian objects

to the requests to the extent that they seek documents pertaining to Guardian's business

outside of the United States and/or the business of any of its affiliates outside of the United

States.

3. Guardian objects to each request to the extent it seeks documents from entities

other than defendant Guardian Industries Corp. and thus not within the possession, custody,

or control of Guardian Industries Corp. To the extent that any request seeks documents from

non-party corporate affiliates outside of the United States, Guardian also objects on the

grounds that any such request is overly broad,unduly burdensome, and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

4. Guardian objects to each request on the ground, and to the extent, that the

information sought is proprietary and confidential, and would violate privacy rights under the

laws ofthe United States, the European Union, or its member states.

5. Guardian objects to the Instructions accompanying the requests (including the

Production Format) on the grounds that they seek to impose obligations on Guardian that are

10
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unduly burdensome, unreasonable, and not consistent with the Federal Rules, the Local Rules

of the Western District of Pennsylvania, and/or this Court. For example, Guardian objects to

the extent each request requires a search of "any and all items stored on computer memories,

hard disks, floppy disks, CD-ROM, magnetic tape, microfiche, or in any other vehicle for

digital data storage and/or transmittal" as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably

calculated to yield discoverable information. Guardian will not search for or produce

documents according to any Instruction that seeks to impose any duty on Guardian in excess

ofthose set forth in the Federal Rules, the Local Rules of the Western District of

Pennsylvania, and/or this Court.

6. Guardian objects to Plaintiffs' Definitions on the grounds that they are vague,

overbroad, ambiguous, and seek to impose unduly burdensome and unreasonable

requirements on Guardian. For example, the definitions of "Construction Flat Glass,"

"Construction Flat Glass Manufacturer," "Defendants," "Including," "Relating to," and

"You," "your," or "your company" are unclear, overbroad, not reasonably calculated to lead

to the discovery of admissible evidence, and inconsistent with the requirements ofthe Federal

Rules. For example, Guardian objects to Plaintiffs' Definitions to the extent they include any

of Guardian's current or former parents, subsidiaries, or affiliates, and understands the terms

"You," "your" or "your company," and any other applicable term, to mean Guardian

Industries Corp. only. As a further example, Guardian objects to the extent that the

Definitions purport to require Guardian to gather and produce documents or information from

sources other than Guardian Industries Corp., the defendant named in the CAC. Guardian

further objects to the definition ofthe term "Electronic Data" to the extent it implies duties to

search for and produce documents beyond what is required by the Federal Rules. Guardian

objects to any implication that it must produce inaccessible or deleted data not required by

the Federal Rules. Guardian also objects to the extent that these requests require a search of
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"any and all items stored on computer memories, hard disks, floppy disks, CD-ROM,

magnetic tape, microfiche, or in any other vehicle for digital data storage and/or transmittal."

Such a request is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence.

7. Guardian reserves the right to supplement its response to each and every

request (or part thereof), without obligating itself to do so, except to the extent such an

obligation is imposed by the Federal Rules. Guardian hereby preserves all objections as to

the competence, relevance, and/or admissibility of any document produced in response to

Plaintiffs' requests in this or any other action.

8. Guardian objects to producing any documents protected from disclosure by the

attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege.

Dated: November 17, 2008
R spectfullyr~~e~

atson (CA ID 204679)
'tted ro Hac Vice)

Steven Haskins (CA ID 238865)
(admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Tammy A. Tsoumas (CA ID 250487)
(admitted Pro Hac Vice)
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP
777 S. Figueroa Street
. Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 680-8400
(213) 680-8500 (facsimile)
cwatson@kirkland.com
shaskins@kirkland.com
ttsoumas@kirkland.com

Colin R. Kass
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP
655 Fifteenth Street, N.W., Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 879-5000
(202) 879-5200 (facsimile)
ckass@kirkland.com
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w. Thomas McGough, Jr. (PA ID 28328)
Donna M. Doblick (PA ill 75394)
REED SMITH LLP
435 Sixth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 288-3131
(412) 288,.3063 (facsimile)
tmcgough@reedsmith.com
ddoblick@reedsmith.com

Attorneys for Guardian Industries Corp.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that copies of the following were served on this 17th

day of November 2008 by Esmail and U.S. Mail.

Michael D. Hausfeld, Esq.
Robert G. Eisler, Esq.
HAUSFELD LLP
1146 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
202-576~ 1089
E~mail:mhausfeld@hausfeldllp.com

reisler@hausfeldllp.com

Steven A. Kanner, Esq.
Douglas A. Millen, Esq.
Michael E. Moskovitz, Esq.
Robert 1.Wozniak, Esq.
FREED KANNER LONDON & MILLEN LLC
2201 Waukegan Road, Suite 130
Bannockburn, IL 60015
(224) 6324500
Fax: (224) 632~4521
Email: skanner@:tk1mlaw.com

dmillen@fklmlaw.com
mmoskovitz@fklmlaw.com
rwozniak@fklmlaw.com

John C. Evans, Esq.
David J. Manogue, Esq.
Joseph N. Kravec ,Jr., Esq.
Wyatt A. Lison, Esq.
SPECTER SPECTER EVANS
& MANOGUE, P.C.

436 Seventh Avenue, 26th Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412-642~2300
Fax: 412~642-2309
Email: dmanogue@ssem.com

jce@ssem.com
jnk@ssem.com
wlison@ssem.com

Jayne A. Goldstein, Esq.
SHEPHERD FINKELMAN MILLER
&SHAHLLP
35 E. State Street
Media, PA 19063
610~891-9880
Fax:610~891-9883
E~mail: jgoldstein@sfmslaw.com

Lawrence R. Desideri, Esq.
Andrew M. Johnstone Esq.
Karen Quirk Esq.
Megan E. Schaefer Esq.
WINSTON & STRAWN LLP
35 W. Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60601
3125585600
Fax: 312 558 5700
Email: ldesideri@winston.com

ajohnstone@winston.com
kquirk@winston.com
mschaefer@winston.com

Bernard Persky, Esq.
Hollis L. Salzman, Esq.
Benjamin D. Bianco, Esq.
Kellie Lerner, Esq.
LABATON SUCHAROW LLP
140Broadway
New York, NY 10005
212~907-0700
Fax:212-818~0477
Email: bpersky@labaton.com

hsalzman@labaton.com
bbianco@labaton.com
klerner@labaton.com
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Barbara T. Sicalides, Esq.
Robin P. Sumner, Esq.
Barak A. Bassman, Esq.
Daniel J. Boland, Esq.
Timothy J. Zuercher, Esq.
PEPPER HAMILTON
Eighteenth & Arch Streets
3000 Two Logan Square
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799
(215) 981-4771
Email: sicalidb@pepperlaw.com

sumnerr@pepperlaw.com
bassmanb@pepperlaw.com
sicalidb@pepperlaw.com
bolandd@pepperlaw.com
zuerchej@pepperlaw.com

W. Thomas McGough, Jr., Esq.
Donna M. Doblick. Esq.
REED SMITH
435 Sixth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1886
(412) 288-7274
Fax: (412) 288-3063
Email: ddoblick@reedsmith.com

tmcgough@reedsmith.com

Thomas J. Madigan, Esq.
PEPPER HAMILTON
500 Grant Street
50th Floor, One Mellon Bank Center
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 454-5000
Email: madigant@pepperlaw.com
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